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"Where Apathy Is The Master,

All men are Slaves"

Have you been content to base and form your opinion and judgments of'
homosexual individuals and society solely on a series of bar-street observations
and personal experiences? Have you ever formulated your ideas into a reasonable
pattern of thought? Do you just plod along, impervious to any attempted.
betterment of the world around you and perhaps of you yourself?

, To 'help you better understand yourself and your relationship to the ever-
present Homophile society (whether or not you acknowledge such a relation-
ship), ONE Institute of Homophile Studies announces its Fall Semester of
classes concerning the Homosexual and his environment.

An opportunity offered nowhere else in the world. Write for information
leaflet. or better still comer

FALL SEMESTER OPENING SEPTEMBER 21, 1964

INTRODUCTION TO HOMOPHILE STUDIES, HS-100, 101, Two sem-
esters. Who are the homosexuals? Are they sick? Criminal? Evil? Neurotic? A
critical evaluation of these descriptions as seen in current' biology, anthropology,
psychology, religion, history, law, sociology, literature, and philosophy. A search'
for more valid' viewpoints that these provide, .

,
INTRODUCTION TO HOMOPHILE STUDIES, HS-100E, Extension

Course, for Associate Members only, The course above, -given by mail for those,
living at a distance, Available only to those living outside Metropolitan Los
Angeles,

RESEARCH SEMINAR, HS-224, 225; Evaluation, analysis and statistical
tabulation of personal data' drawn from questionnaires submitted+to ONE In-
stitute by 400 male American homosexuals. Continuation of Seminar .given during
1963-64 academic year. Hours to be arranged.

HOMOPHILE OPINIONS AND-ATTITUDES, HS-226, 227, two semesters.
A survey of the personal philosophy of the homosexual in society. To be con-
ducted as a discussion group, in which comparison is made among the views
of members of the class and those revealed in letters, questionnaires, and other
documents from ONE's files.

For Information Write To:

ONE INSTITUTE

2256 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

"

!
12TH YEAR

SEPTEMBER 1964
FIFTY CENTS
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Inspired by the successes and startling progress recently made by the
colored population of this country, it has suddenly become popular among
the leaders of the homophile movement to try to advance our own cause
by referring to ourselves as a minority entitled to the same rights and
privileges which legislators and society at large are struggling to grant
to other minorities. In so doing we are apparently trying to get on the
band wagon, in the hope that the very word "minority" will touch the
heart· strings of our fellowmen who will then hasten to make amends
and grant us the rights and privileges we seek. If, however, we really
believe this then we have forgotten that man is famous for his in-
humanity to man and that he rarely grants to his fellowmen anything
which he is not forced to grant either by public opinion or, more fre-
quently, economic pressure.

The Jews learned untold centuries ago that only by acting together,
by trading together and prospering together could they hope to sur-
vive in a hostile world. As a result they have managed not only to
survive but to acquire a sufficiently large share of the world's wealth
that they are today a force to be reckoned with in any community. While
the individual Jew may not always be accorded the social acceptance he
would like, his high-standing in most communities results from his en-
viable record as a businessman. Hs is respected by those who deal with
him on his own terms. Only more recently has the Negro learned that
he can benefit in the same way; the current upheaval produced by the
response to the minority rights of the Negro is directly and almost
fully attributable to his emergence as an economic factor.

Why can the homosexual not also learn and profit from these lessons?
Recently a friend of mine asked me to recommend a good doctor.

After I had recommended one he asked casually: "Is he gay?" "Yes, to
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the best of my knowledge he is," I answered. "Oh, but I don't want
a gay doctor-it's not that sort of thing."

All of us need a doctor, most of us sooner or later need an attorney,
or an accountant, and the services of many others. Why should we not
give our business and money to those who understand us, who share our
tastes and who suffer the same injustices? Why should we not help other
homosexuals so that their prosperity and well-being might not only im-
prove our public image but strengthen our group as a social and economic
force? The tragic fact is that we seem to go out of our way to avoid
doing business with other homosexuals. Is it that we have such a low
opinion of our own personal morality that we instinctively distrust our
own kind in every matter of importance except sex? Have we so little
respect for ourselves that we cannot respect the intelligence, acumen or
judgment of another homosexual? Every time we go to bed with an-
other we entrust to him our most intimate self, and to a certain extent
we entrust to him our safety and our future, yet we do not seem to want
to do business with him. How can we expect society to respect and
trust us if we do not respect each other, and why should we expect so-
ciety to help us either individually or collectively when we will go to
almost any length to, avoid helping each other socially or economically?

How can homosexuals live with each other for ten or twenty or
thirty years and yet leave their money and property to members of their
families who either despised them or would have done so had they
known of their sexual aberrations? But they do! Why does it occur to
so few homosexuals to leave their money to a homosexual organization
or to a cause where it might be used to help secure for the future homo-
sexual what we clamor for so loudly for ourselves? And yet few do.

No wonder we are called.r'tqueer."

Marcel Martin
Associate Editor
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"It has been said that the closest
and truest friends we ever have in
our lives are our parents. I believe
this. But for the homosexual child,
of all human relationships, perhaps
the one with his parents is the most
difficult." Miss Destiny was talking
to us in one of her recent visits to
our offices; she was talking in her
hoarse, pseudo-feminine voice, ges-
turing with her hands in her nervous,
and exaggeratedly feminine manner
while she alternated at sitting or
standing for no apparent reason. We
sat, somewhat subdued, listening to
Miss Destiny's common sense.

It has been our observation that
most queens who have been around at
all show a certain insight into the
problems of living, with the exception
of those problems having to do with
their own motives. This insight pro-
bably comes from the fact that their
minds are continually working, al-
ways analyzing their own and other
people's motives. They are always on
guard, and always trying to figure out
how anyone could find their behavior
as being in any way wrong. John
Rechy completely overlooked this sa-
gaciousness in Miss Destiny and her
friends. In his best-seller, City of
Night, he portrayed all queens from
Pershing Square to Harlem as extreme
individuals who appear outwardly and
socially absurd. This, of course, was
all the queens allowed him to see be-
cause although the queens' world is
not all camp and carry-on, it is all
they will allow the general public
and their unsuspecting sexual com-
panions to believe about them.

Their open display whil~ strangers
are looking on is what so infuriates
the socially trained homosexual about
the effeminate members of his
minority. All of his life, despite the
handicap of a socially unacceptable
sexual orientation, the orthodox homo-
sexual has set about trying to appear
outwardly and sexually conforming in

every respect. The homosexual who
passes as heterosexual learns to des-
pise what he and most of his hetero-
sexual counterparts consider is a mis-
directed display of the most flam-
boyant and irrational aspects of the
homosexual personality. The queens,
as if noticing this discomfort, seem
compelled to outrage their spectators,
and to take a special delight in de-
ceiving sexual partners. They insist on
destroying any image of themselves
as serious, thoughtful, self-controlled,
stable, reliable people. Yet, in actual
fact, the majority of queens are ab-
solutely steady of purpose.

"In the matter of my own parents,"
continued Miss Destiny, "I have had
to live with a sort of helpless feeling
toward them. My father and mother,
like the parents of so many homo-
sexuals, have rejected me. And this is
a pain which is most devastating. I
wanted my parents to love me, and
I hoped that we could be friends,
and I decided to make it plain that
I was gay. I couldn't live a lie any-
way. I found that being honest about
my homosexuality with my parents
was not the best thing. But I knew
also that there could be no respect
in deceit.

"So you see, it is often difficult
for the homosexual to find a work-
able and safe way to keep his parents
as friends. Love, which is essential
to any child-parent relationship, is
especially necessary when the child
is homosexual. Honesty, it turns out,
is not always the best policy in these
personal matters. And queens .1 r e
fundamentally h 0 n est. Misguided
though you may believe us to be, iII-
advised though you may find our be-
havior, and mistaken though you may
think our attitudes, we at least stand
on our own two feet proclaiming
exactly what we are. Part of the pur-
pose of our conduct and dress is to
force our personalities as far into the
faces of the rest of the world as we
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possibly can. We say, 'take us or
leave us.' In a way our position is
more manly than that of any other
part of the male homosexual popula-
tion. Wouldn't you think that we
would gain some respect from thi 5

open stand? Most of the masculine-
acting homosexuals that T know
shrink and hide, and slink and cover:
and dodge along-desperately avoid-
ing what they are even to themselves,
constantly fearful of exposure. I find
this hardly a very manly pose. Of
course you may question why a man
who is homosexual should feel' any-
more feminine than one who is hetero-
sexual. I can only answer that my
whole outlook and point of view has
always been that of the female. My
physical body has never stood in the
way of this consideration. So why
shouldn't I act what I feel?

"I was born in Trinidad, Colorado,
at 3:00 a.m., September 1, 1936. But
I was raised in a mining camp called
Starkville, which may explain many
things. My parents brought me to
California when I was six. I can re-
member as far back as when I was
three.

At that time I got into my
first drag. I was absolutely fascinated
by men-particularly because I knew
they were something different from
me. I simply loved my mother's
clothes. I couldn't imagine why she
dressed me as a boy. Even then I
wanted to talk to her about my feel-
ings, but I just couldn't. My mother
and father loved each other very
much; they still do. They seemed to
share each other completely. I felt
left our; I couldn't express my real
temperament to them. But they taught
me love by example. My father was
easy going; my mother was the or-
ganizer. I tremendously admired her
commanding presence, her perfect
taste. I wanted to dominate men, not
as another man, but as my mother
dominated my father. I saw that he
loved it. For awhile, in fact, my mo-
ther and I competed. But I got my
first real chance at playing this role
a little later when I discovered Per-
shing Square.

"Pershing Square has a masculine
aura about it. Hollywood, on the
other hand, is all feminine. If you
are looking for a man or a 'husband,'
as it were, you go downtown to Per-
shing Square, or downtown between
Olive Street on the west and Stan-
ford on the east on a parallel with
the Square. If you don't mind doing
your 'sister' trade, you go to Holly-
wood. And even in Pershing Square it
is hard to find a real man anymore.
Certainly the male hustlers-those that
John Rechy calls the studs-don't fall
into that category. They are a peculiar
breed of homosexual even more diffi-
cult to diagnose than the queen. We
all. have our own theory concerning
them. You many not agree with mine,
but here is my opinion.

"As you know, Pershing Square is
the haven of the delivered; that is, it
is the meeting place of all those who
have somehow emancipated them-
selves from the straight-jacket of con-
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ventional behavior. Most of us who
hang in and around this tiny Square
in L.A., whether hetero or homo, are
considered crackpots. Our chief fail-
ing, however, if failing it be, is our
artlessness. You may not believe it,
but most Pershing Square characters
are rather simple, defenseless persons.
We say what we feel at any moment,
even when we know it is against our
better interests. Naturally where you
have such naivete you also have the
exploiters. And here is where the
male hustler comes in. The male
hustler, rough or otherwise, needs a
gullible, generous natured person to
prey upon, and the queen who wants
to believe in dreamy things like love
-in fact, wants desperately to be
loved-is the hustler's easy and re-

, peared victim. The hustler is one of
those strange and pitiful creatures who
cannot easily make out sexually. Some-
how he is not sexually adequate to
the male role with a woman and, on
the other hand, he is not able to
stand up to the terrible competition
and demand required for sex with
anorher man. The homosexual who
has no doubts about his masculinity,
usually demands as much maleness
from his sexual partners as does any
wornan-s-maybe more. The hustler sus-
pects he is a failure in this depart-
ment. And although he keeps his
secret well, he turns toward the easy
marks. and the queen is the one per-
son who will treat him like a man.
After aIL the queen wants to believe
she is getting a 'real mati' (a hetero-
sexual to her way of thinking) in
bed. This, in turn, makes the queen
feel that much more feminine. So
she plays the game. She forgets tem-
porarily that a 'real man' wants a
'real woman' not an imitation. And
she reasons that if she goes to bed
with a man who does not play trade
or does not ask for money it can
only mean that she has gone to bed
with her 'sister.' If the guy turns

out to enjoy himself, he must be
queer too-and queers aren't mascu-
line, they are feminine. The hustler
thinks the same way. By selling him-
self, he protects the feeling of sexual
normality so dear to his self-esteem,
while he has the pleasure of having
sex with another man. He must, how-
ever, be careful not to choose too
masculine a partner lest the experience
threaten his own maleness.

"If you will recall, John Rechy in
City of Night tries to make out that
the studs go out with the young
chicks once in awhile to prove their
masculinity. Nothing could be far-
ther from the truth. The hustlers are
even afraid of the Main Street flooz-
ies. If they do make out it is usually
with one of the freak girls who can't
do better. The City of Night hust-
lers-Skipper, Buddy, and Chuck, and
even Rechy himself-have not likely
been to bed with a woman in their
lives. Take John Rechy for instance.
I can't recall whether I first met him
in Pershing Square or in the 1-2-3.
I do remember I had just turned 21.
In fact on the eve of my 21st birth-
day I waited around the corner from
the 1-2-3 until midnight and burst
into the place at exactly 12: 01 ex-
pecting to dazzle the girls and the
boys. It was the first bar I was ever
in. The 1-2-3 has since been torn
down to make way for a parking lot.
But the beautiful wood panelling, the
only really beautiful thing in the
place, was saved. Both the Square and.
the 1-2-3 were busy with action in
those days, and all the downtown
queens worked them as energetically
as they could. I was as wild as the
rest. When I first saw Rechy he look-
ed butch. He wore blue jeans; for
the year that he hung around he
never wore anything else. And he
was kind of cute with lots of curly,
light brown hair. Of course, like the
rest of those pulling the butch, act,
he tried to make like a man, and,
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of course, I loved it because that was
exactly what I wanted to see in him.
I only had sex with him once, and
he didn't disappoint me. But I was
a silly girl in those days, and I couldn't
stand to do the same one twice. Be-
sides, I could see that he was really
a queen. You get to know those
things. I let him play trade just once
because he was attractive. But that
was enough. You have to fool your-
self once in a while on this 'man'
business, you know. It's like anything
else. You can spoil things by exam-
ining them tOO closely."

Miss Destiny leaned forward in
her chair, and placing her hands on
her capri-clad thighs, elbows wide,
got up for the umteenth time. She
was like a frigthened animal: every
muscle and nerve straining and alert.
Her head and eyes darted from side
to side; her mind was nimble and
bright. But through this constant
movement and mental exertion came
a reassuring self-confidence-a direct-
ness and dedication of purpose which
showed through these outward dis-
tractions. It was clear from her man-
ner and dress that she could not care
less what we or anyone else might
think about her. Miss Destiny was
not likely to waste any time in nega-
tive reactions to persons who disap-
proved. She was certain she had mas-
tered the wisdom of the phrase,
"Know thyself." "Pershing Square lets
you be yourself better than any other
place I know," Miss Destiny sped on.
"That's why those of us who don't
mind facing what we are gravitate
there. Hollywood is a fake. It is not
at all what it seems; nor are the
people.

"A few years ago I had an invita-
tion to a dinner party at a private
gay club in Hollywood. It happened
that I knew the ex-queen who ran
the place; she had risen up through
a lot of low living, and was now
considered quite respectable in her

•

new surroundings. This charming and
gracious person whose sexual tastes,
despites her spots, had not changed
one jot since the day she had first
come out, was continually after me
to get out of the 'dirt' of downtown
L.A. I knew many friends who, after
a fair training period in Pershing
Square, moved on to better fields of
usefulness in San Francisco and Bev-
erly Hills and now disdained their
smirchy history. So I thought I would
take the opportunity to try the Holly-
wood scene once more and maybe
sophisticate myself a little and mix
a bit in the politer circles. My hostess
turned host had made me promise
that for the occasion I would leave
my drag behind (I had just bought a
lovely after-five dress with patent
leather shoes to match). I promised
to be as jam as I could. So I got
myself carefully costumed in a suit
and tie which I keep for just such
times when I want to deny my fern-
iniry. And I must say that I wasn't
very convincing. But the worst thing
was-and just as I had feared-that
there sitting around the dinner table in
their narrow ties and tight-fitting
coats and pants were my dear 'sisters.'
Nobody I had actually ever seen be-
fore, fortunately, but they were my
sister queens all right, sitting there
most piss-elegantly, making polite
conversation. And there too were the
same hustlers that I knew from- the
Square, much spruced up and grad-
uated into this sensitive setting. It
was just a little sad. Directly across
the table from me was a prominent
Bay Area attorney with a reputation
for defending gay kids, looking in-
distinguishable from the rest of the
queens, and in Hollywood for the
same purpose - to find a man.
Over a few places on my right, cast-
ing blessings upon us all and adding
an even more favorable note to the
affair by her presence, was a
woman psychologist who was sup-
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posed to be engaged in some kind
of study of homosexual people. This
sweet person kept glowing as she
became comfortably reassured that all
the gentlemen present were so 'nor-
mal' looking, so average in their man-
ner - not at all like those horrible
queens ol).e sees parading about the
street-those types who hang around
Pershing Square and are fortunately
in the minority among the homo-
sexual population and are certainly
not found at refined occasions like
our dinner party. The poor dear
woman never had the sense to know
she was in a male whore house; she
didn't even realize it when people
started leaving the dinner table, pair-
ing off, and one or two of the boys
had to go out on calls. After dinner,
as I sat in the living room, a skinny
young queen of a hustler sitting next
to me leaned over and said, 'when I
strip down they go wild.' The whole
thing was so two-faced, so hypocritical
that I suddenly became all the sadder.
I was afraid it was probably true.

"Going to gay bars was once com-
pletely new and exciting to me. Not
because I like to drink. I don't. If
I want to drink I go to a straight bar.
I early found out that gay bars are
for fun, for meeting people, for pick-
ing up dirty old men who will pay
and young hustlers who want to be
paid; gay bars are for being with
friends like yourself, and they are for
learning to be yourself. It was in the
1-2-3 and Pershing Square that I
found that I could be accepted for
what I was. So I decided to try my
luck other places. And I found most
persons would at least tolerate my
feminine character. Very few tried to
call my bluff, as it were. And I have
always been ready for anyone who
does. I am gay 24 hours a day. I am
myself, that is, at work just like when
I am off work. However, I have three
complete wardrobes to go with my
one personality: one for work, one

for play, and one for the street. They
all make it clear, however, that I am
a queen. Strange that I have never
wanted to part with my male an-
atomy like the transsexualist? It has
often come in handy. Besides I enjoy
my male orgasm too much. I don't
think of myself as a girl. I think of
myself as feminine. I do not like to
make the first approach. I want to
be pursued. For that reason I have
never cruised a public toilet. Not
that I think that anyone should be
arrested if they do. No normal man
could care less.

"I suppose we all have a small
masculine side. I've been to bed with
a few fish. In fact, most queens that
I know have. It's not that we can't
do it, but we don't like it. And I
am not going to do what I don't
like or try to be something that I'm
not. I don't have to prove anything
to anybody.

"Every self-respecting homosexual,
as soon as he possibly can, should get
away from his parents. A homosexual
has to make a home for himself even
if it is only one room and he is the
only one in it. Although my father
and mother finally tried to accept me,
and we speak and get on generally,
as soon as I was able, I got out on
my own. I went to live on Clay Street
on the east slope of Bunker Hill right
under Angel's Flight cable car. I still
live near there. A number of the
downtown queens live in and around
the vicinity. And in the evenings we
gather in the Square and talk about
silly things like tricks and clothes and
parties and husbands. And we always
keep our eyes open for something at-
tractive. I don't see how we really
hurt anyone. Nobody who is offend-
ed has to look twice; and nobody
does who is without some interest.
You may be surprised at the number
of long term, close friendships that
queens have with one another. They
may have had the same trick in 1944,
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and they have been friends ever since.
These friends will meet almost every
evening somewhere in the Square or
on their rounds. And they will do
almost anything for each other until
they fight over the same man. As
outcast among outcasts, queens have
a strong tie that binds them together.
They honor this attachment more than
homosexuals of any other type of ad-
justment. I know of more than one
queen who has risked self-incrimina-
tion to help her friend. You don't
find this same kind of loyalty among
other homosexuals who believe that
their lives depend on camouflage.

"I prostituted myself from the time
when I first discovered that men
would keep me. Of course, I never
had the grand wedding that I told
John Rechy about. The idea came to
me one night. So I made up the story
because I thought how nice it was.
I have had my marriages, but never
anything so fabulous. I have had, on
the other hand, as many as 20 tricks
in one night. My favorite corner for
pick-ups was the south east corner of
4th and Broadway. During the lat-
ter 1950's sex became almost my
whole life. All the time I was step-
ping out, I was usually being kept by
one man. Many queens will tell you
that they score financially every time.
It isn't true. I know. You do a hun-
dred for love and one for money.
Most of us would like to eventually
settle down and make a home for
ourselves; but somehow it never

_-seems to happen.
"One thing I know for sure: I

:viIl never give up drag even at 50,
1£ for no other reason than that it
upsets the neighbors. And believe me,
nosey neighbors and other busybodies
have hurt me terribly many times.
Outraging this sort may be my in-
.nocent way 9f getting even. But
through. the chain of painful exper-
iences, I have learned how to under-
stand impatience, unkindness, dishon-

esty, cruelty, and, of course, pre-
judice. It doesn't always help me to
understand, but I at least know what
is going on. I always try to keep my
relationships wit h other people
simple. I do the same for my re-
actions to others. I want to love
people and be loved in return. Love,
to me, is supreme. It is the only
thing I know that brings me happi-
ness. A lot of people don't under-
stand me; what can I do about it? I
found out long ago that we are what
we are largely because of our own
efforts. I don't expect to change any-
body by my words. And no one will
likely change my private psychology
by what they sayar do. I have no
experience for what people tell me.
I conclude from this that we should
never come between a man and his
beliefs.

"The future of the homosexual lies
in some -kind of unity. We don't seem
to be able to band together. We
could start by stopping to hate the
types that we are not comfortable
with. After all, how can any homo-
sexual afford to be intolerant? All
adjustments that hurt no one else
ought to be accepted and understood
- at least by homosexuals.

Coming next month

"The Myth of the

'Homosexual Vote'"

- plus fiction

by Bob Waltrip
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Donatello' 5 David by James Colton

Charles Bewick lifted the typewriter in its case from the floor, set it on the
counter, opened it and laid aside the lid. The day's sales slips were neatly
stacked at his elbow, the elbow of a good tweed jacket sturdily reinforced by
an' oval of leather. He bent and sorted through the box of statements on the
shelf under the counter, eyebrows raised, peering through his bifocals. He drew
01 It: a statement, rolled it into the machine, and typed on it roday's addition to
•• .J!S. Wentworth's account. He bent and filed the statement back in the box.

When he looked up there was a boy in the store. He was tall and under-
weight, one of those boys who has grown very quickly, very suddenly. His hair
was brown and curly, childishly soft. His face was unmarked and still so young
as to be rather more pretty than handsome. He was, Charles Bewick surmised,
not more than sixteen. As he wandered between the tables stacked with books,
the shelves lined with books, he glanced at Charles. His eyes were brown and
clear. Aware of the bookseller's fixed gaze-the boy was terribly desirable-he
gave a timid smile. Charles quickly ducked his head and went back to work.

When, a year ago, he had bought this shop, following eighteen years of iso-
lation in his hushed office on the fourth floor of the Bravin County Library,
had quit his post as Chief Cataloguer, where he had never met the public, and
come half a continent's distance to preside at this counter, he had been delighted
by the many pleasant looking youths who browsed and bought books here. The
town had two colleges. The boys were a nice lot, mannerly and intelligent. They
appeared to enjoy talking to him. Certain of them, alone or in pairs or trios-
turtle neck sweaters, bright nylon jackets, chinos, gym socks, loafers-came often
to laugh at his witticisms and hearken to his observations on all manner of
subjects. He had, after all, spent his life with books, had read widely, and
possessed a retentive memory.

To a few of the boys he had found himself strongly attracted. One of them,
by name Simon Wills, with a look of young tragedy about him, and hair, as
the Child Ballads said, like the raven's wing, Charles had invited home one
night after the shop closed at nine. In the quiet, booklined livingroom, where
dim Helen had served tea and palely withdrawn at ten to go to bed, casting
a look of reproach at her beloved Charles for introducing a mere mortal into
the sacred circle of their twenty-year perfect insularity, how the boy's sudden,
surprising smiles had shone!

Charles had been terribly nervous. It was a rainy night. He had sat in the
lamplight, hearing the patter of the drops on the roof, their slow drip from
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the eaves on to the shrubs beneath the windows, and gazed at the boy with
a longing that very nearly halted his customary even and musical flow of words
and ideas. Each time Simon's fine dark eyes turned toward him, shining, each
time his perfect mouth moved to speak, Charles had wanted to cry out to him,
"Simon you are very beautiful and very desirable. Permit me voyage." But he
could not. And before eleven, impatient at his own cowardice, he was driving
Simon back to his dormitory.

"Thanks for the nice evening, Mr. Bewick." Simon opened the car door. The
rain wept in the trees, haloed the street lamps down the dark block. "I'd like
to do it again sometime. Sorry I was stand-offish about accepting. See-there's
this prof here on campus, asked me to his place one night. He-" The boy's
laugh was unamused, embarrassed. "He made passes at me." Simon shrugged.
"Well, okay, so he likes boys. He still ought to have a little sense. I never
said anything, but if it had been some guys all they'd have cared about was
the laughs they'd get when they told the story. Pretty soon it'd have been all
over the campus, what he was and what he'd done."

"Deplorable," Charles Bewick said. He forced a smile that he hoped was
urbane and reassuring. "Well, I'm delighted that you enjoyed the evening, Simon.
So did 1. We'll certainly do it again."

But we had not done it again. Indeed we had not. Helen had been quite
correct: keep the circle of their old intimacy inviolate. He fled to her, his
time-honored refuge, as he had fled when he was twenty-two, fled from the
troubled secret association with Fred Carpenter, fled before his family could
inquire too deeply, could suspect too much of the truth, fled not only into
marriage, but to the cloisters of the library too, away from the world and
the knowledge that there were handsome boys the sight of whom made his
heart hurry.

But now he was not in the library. The boys came to the shop. There was no
way to deny them, and their presence became an increasing torment. He turned
them off briskly with the excuse that he had work to do, letters to write, bills
to mail. He deliberately kept morning paperwork for evening, to legitimatize
his excuses. The typewriter clattered. And when they insisted on talking to him,
and he yielded and, relaxing in his chair, laughed, bantered, advised, an irritable
voice inside him scolded:

You are grayhaired, forty-three years old, myopic, your teeth are largely bridge-
work, you are slightly over-weight, in bed you snore. What would any of these
straight and firm-fleshed, bright-eyed, white-toothed boys want with you? Wit,
worldly wisdom, erudition-are these coins recognized in the marketplace of the
libido? Don't be a fool.

This had become the litany of his days and nights. This, and Simon's warning.
Suppose he elected to make what the newspapers referred to as "an indecent
pr?posal". to ~n.e of these lads-the wrong one, and which would not be wrong?
HiS predisposition would soon be the talk of the town. The college authorities
would descend. He would be lucky if the police did not descend. The book
shop would be a thing of the past. Worst of all would be Helen's contempt.
So, he advised himself with a wry smile, look, it costs nothing to look. Look
but do not touch. Yet it did cost-not pain precisely, but a dull ache, and the
minutes slipping away, the days, the months, the years.

Now the tall, slender child came down the aisle toward him, bearing a large
book, an art book. He laid it on the counter.

"Excuse me?"
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"Hmm?" Charles Bewick looked up, blinking, as if the boy were hardly
there. He met the clear, brown eyes again, and his heart bumped. "What is
it, son?"

"Is this the price, here?"
Gently Charles took the book from him, turned it and laid it on the type-

writer. "Yes, yes. Eight fifty."
The boy's clear forehead creased. Into his pocket went a hand and came out

with crumpled bills-two, three?-and change. He laid these on the counter
and began to count. Terribly moved by their fragility, Charles turned his eyes
away from the thin fingers. He contemplated the book.

Italian Sculpture was its title, and on the cover was a photograph of Dona-
tello's David, a slender lad with a quaint kind of bonnet on his head and,
otherwise, except for greaves, quite naked, left hand on his hip, right hand
grasping lightly the hilt of a tremendous sword, its tip in the neck of the
decapitated giant at his feet. It was the loveliest, most sensual of the Davids,
and Charles Bewick studied it now, lovingly.

"Sir?" The boy was pushing away the money. "I don't have that much. See,
I just started here, and everything's so-expensive." His smile was plaintive and,
for rather a longer moment than necessary, his look was direct and inquiring.
Then the eyes lowered, the soft lashes coming down over them in the same
way those of Donatello's David did. Indeed, without his clothes, this boy would
be, in warm flesh, what the David was in cold bronze, delicate, graceful, perfect ...

"I'm so sorry," Charles Bewick said.
"I could-" The boy looked at him again. "I could-" His face flushed under

the transparent skin. "If there was something you-you'd like me to do for you?"
"A job?" Charles Bewick smiled regretfully. "I'm afraid this shop is too small

to need help. 1-"
The boy was shaking his head, the sculptured mouth tightening a little at the

corners. "I didn't exactly mean-well, a job." The trace of a frown appeared
above the brown eyes, and they openly pleaded now. "I meant, well-" The
beautifully square and lightly-fleshed shoulders shrugged. "A favor,' He leaned
forward. "You know what I'm talking about," he smiled. "And then, afterward,
well-you could-give me the book." He looked down at it again. "I need
it for a class."

Charles Bewick's heart knocked crazily. He could not seem to get his breath.
He sat down and stared at the averted face, the head of curls. Dear God! This
was simply not fair. To be asked to resist the mere presence of these boys was
sufficiently unreasonable of fate. But to have this one come and offer himself
was too much.

"You are making a grave mistake," he said, and his voice trembled. "I am
not that sort of man." The boy looked at him in alarm. "And if I were, do
you suppose I would be so excessively stupid as to accept your offer? Why, you
might exact from me everything I possess. You might bring others here who
would expect the same attentions from me, the same rewards. No, my boy."
He sat forward and gripped the book in both hands. "You may not have this
book, or any other. Now, good night."

The boy fled, and Charles Bewick sat unmoving for a long time, wondering
how he would explain to Helen his abrupt decision to sell the shop and
return to library work.
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tangents
news & views

EVER ALERT
To foreigners who claim that

they have freedom in sexual mat-
ters which Americans don't have,
we would like to report that in
Japan the topless bathing suit for
women has been banned and that
in Peru the Ministry of Education
attempted to band 15 allegedly

- "horrific and brutal" comic strips,
including Superman. The public
forced the Ministry to change its
educated mind,

To citizens who open thei r door
to anyone knocking, we might re-
port that the Los Angeles Times
recently had a front page warn-
ing from the L.A. Board of Super-
visors to the public to be wary
of ollowlnq men knocking on their
doors into their homes, even though
the men may present what appear
to be authentic badges from the
health department. They may be
salesmen for termite killing com-
panies or they may be looking
over the house to burglarize later.

REVERSED SITUATION

The San Francisco Chronicler
Merla Zellerbach tells her readers
about the Citizens News (not the
Hollywood one, which has been

sold to the Valley Times) recent
issue which does a take-off on the
Life article (June 26th). The News
entitled its article, "Heterosexual-
ity in America," and had big pic-
tures with appropriate captions.
For instance, an ordinary picture
had the caption "These healthy
looking young men and women in
their gray flannel suits and cock-
ta iI dresses are practici ng hetero-
sexuals. They are part of what
they call the 'straight' world,
which is actually not so straight
and narrow, but often crooked and
twisted, sordid and sadistic." An-
other picture is explained thusly,
"Heterosexuality shears across the
spectrum of American life. In
Hollywood, after the bars close
for the night, the- streets every-
where become a dark promenade
for heterosexuals. San Francisco
offers established heterosexual so-
cieties such as the Clara Lane In-
troduction Services, the 'Guys and
Dolls' organizations, and lately,
even such flagrant meeting places
as the Whiskey a Go-Go, where
propositions can be made by
phone to others in the bar. There-
b/ you can survey the others' de-
"ires and reactions without ever
bcnq seen or recognized as a
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meterosexual. In contrast to the
'make-out' bars, are the plush
cocktail lounges, some of them in
the city's better hotels. These are
frequented by local businessmen
and out-of-towners-plus occas-
ional more or less innocent homo-
sexual visitors." The picture? A
few Ku Klux Klanners. And an-
other picture, of a prostitute being
put into the paddy wagon, says,
"A practicing heterosexual goes to
jail for her misdeeds." Editor Guy
Strait reported that many homo-
sexuals didn't understand the
humor, took the article seriously
and wrote him that, "honestly, all
heterosexuals aren't like that."

DEADLY GULLIBILITY

Many homosexuals and hetero-
sexuals consider themselves to be
doing society a service, as well
as themselves, by picking up lost
and lonely boys and young men
and giving them a place to stay,
money and "love." A case is re-
ported in Scottsdale, Arizona, in
which a James Douglass McDon-
ald, unemployed foundry worker
from Michigan, confessed the
murder of Dale L. McConnell, pro-
minent Scottsdale music teacher.
Like most vagrants, McDonald had
a wife back home, where he was
wanted for non-support. He hod
met McConnell in a bar. Private
charity is noble, but also deadly.
It would be wiser to have some
one trained do the job. Money
could much more wisely be given
to organizations, such as ONE.

,{ SAN BERNARDINO'S EXPERTS
ON HOMOSEXUALS

Asst. Police Chief Melvin Her-
bauer reports that there is a sharp
rise in homosexual activities in
San Bernardino. He says his three
vice-squadders arrested 40 sus-

pects during a week-long crack-
down (June). Harbauer gives his
own "expert" opinion that "the
homosexual activities may sur-
pass the menace of dope addict-
ion in the near future." He ser-
monizes that, "There are those
who insist that homosexuals are
a problem for the medical' pro-
fession . . . and not the police.
But we can't fool ourselves into
believing that allowing the 'sick-
ness' to continue unchecked will
provide a solution." Harbauer
opines that past records show that
none of the persons arrested had
ever sought medical help. He
claims there are clubs directing
homosexual activities. ONE has no
knowledge of them. It sounds
merely l'ike another cop .trying to
show how good end needed he
is, in hopes of a raise in pay. We
also hear violins playing in the
background os he reports how
hard it is under the present laws
to apprehend homosexuals, since
they can't be arrested for acts
committed in privqte. So brave
and duty conscious are the vice-
squadders that they give of their
own time attempting to curb the
growth of sex perversion. Sounds
as if they like their work.

SEX DEVIATES GO THATAWAY

The above was the headline
over the story in the Wilshire Re-
porter for Aug. 5th covering a re-
cent Los Angeles Mattachine meet-
ing that was booked for the
Beverly Hilton. The Reporter told
the story this way:

"For a while last week, it look-
ed as though the 'staid precincts of
Beverly Hills, right in the middle
of the city's Golden Anniversary,
were to be invaded by a conven-
tion of organized homosexuals.
But Police Chief Clinton H. An-
derson saved the day.
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"The Reporter received a num-
ber of calls from nervous residents,
when it was announced on a TV
program that the Mattachine So-
ciety, an avowed homosexual
group which pushes for more tol-
erant laws on sex deviates, was
going to hold a breakfast meet-
ing last Friday at the Beverly Hil-
ton Hotel.

"We called Chief Anderson, but
he had already been alerted. The
Beverly Hilton had evidently book-
ed the meeting, for 75 people,
without knowing what the Mat-
tachine Society was, and the book-
ing was cancelled after the chief
enlightened the hotel manage-
ment. So the morals of Beverly
Hills were saved. It is not known
where the Mattachines ate their
breakfast."

Apparently the Hilton Hotels
and the Police Chief of Beverly
Hills want the new civil rights laws
to apply in places other than their
hotels and city. The meeting was
held in the Plaza Hotel in Holly-
wood. But another point to be
made is that the reservations had
originally been made at the Hotel
Continental on Sunset Strip. Any-
one who has the least bit of
knowledge about the history of
the homosexual organ izations
knows that many such meetings
have been held by all homosexual
organizations in most major cities
without any problem. The Mat-
tachine spokesman who booked
the reservations explained to his
audience that he wasn't even sure
that the hotel they were holding
the meeting in knew who they
were; The audience sympathized
with the speaker. Not wisely so,
we would say.

HO HUM!
Printers' Ink, trade journal, lent

its pages recently to an anony-

mous woman who complained
that tv's commercials were made'
with feminine men. Must have
needed a filler, for if the brave
anonymous woman had facts she
would have written the networks'
sponsors and done something con-
structive. But then these complaints
have been used by publicity seek-
ers for years. Too bad she didn't
list the offending commercials, so
we could all watch them. The Na-
tional Observer reports that CBS
has instructed it programers that
only one subject is taboo-yes,
you're right, homosexuality.

RELIGION DISCUSSES
HOMOSEXUALITY

Or should I say, cusses. The
Lutheran, in its Book Report sec-
tion, reviews a book (Christian
Morals Today by John A. T. Rob-
inson, Westminster paperback, '47
pp. 65c). Mr. Robinson is the au-
thor of Honest To God. In his new
book he discusses such subjects as
capital punishment, divorce, pre-
marital sex and homosexuality.

The July 7th edition of the Re-
cord Ameri.can (Boston) carries an
interview with a Roman Catholic
Priest, Father Murphy, of Rescue,
Inc. Pather Murphy makes many
unprovable and emotional state-
ments about homosexuals seduc-
ing young men and causing the
young men to commit suicide.
Father Murphy, points out a Friend
of ONE, failed to admit how many
divorces, and other things cause
suicides. But Fr. Murphy has his
own axe to grind and such hon-
esty wouldn't serve his purposes.
As long as the Catholic church
insists that sex is only for pro-
creation so long will it not de-
serve the support of intelligent
men and women of what ever sex-
ual proclivity.
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We might send Fr. Murphy a
copy of Confi (April) which con-
tained a report on the visit to our
offices of the Rev. John Nicholls
(Anglican), vicar of St. Giles, parish
of Camberwell, a slum area in
London, who works with the Giles
Fellowship, a suicide prevention
group. 'Rev. Nicholls, having done
much work in the field, did not
share the attitude of Fr. Murphy.
But he also doesn't have the
money or publicity.

WHO'S IN CHARGE?

In Dade County-Miami, Florida,
experts, including the police chiefs
of the state have agreed that there
has been no increase in sex de-
viate activities in the state, which
indicated that some vice-squad-
ders might have to be put back
to regular police work. This was
probably in response to the re-
cent uproar of the Johns Commit-
tee report mentioned later. But the
vice squadders have gone out of
official channel's, disobeyed their
superiors' orders, and are making
wild clams to public civic groups
about homosexual activity. If the
things they claim are true, it merely
indicates that they have failed
completely to do their job and
should be fired as the newspapers
said. In Germany, the German
legal custom (Unfersuchungshaft)
of investigative arrest, which al-
low cops to arrest anyone and put
them in jail and keep them, claim-
ing that if they fet them out they
would escape, has finally been
challenged. The Bundestag has
passed a bill that does not abolish
the arrest technique, but does at-
tempt to curb its abuses. Seems
the newspapers finally took an in-
terest as did some big shots who
experienced the arrest. It's all right
as long as it's the other fellow.

OF MANY THINGS, OF
CABBAGES & QUEENS

Law circles are yakking might-
ily about that far-reaching recent
U.S. Supreme Court ESCOBEDO de-
cision which ruled that a person
is entitled to an attorney IMMED-
lATELY. Dissenting Justice White
said the new ruling is .unworkable
"unless police cars are equipped
with public defendants," and po-
lice everywhere are screaming. But
Justice Goldberg said that if law
enforcement must depend on con-
fessions and "If the exercise of
constitutional rights will thwart
the effectiveness of a system of
law enforcement, then there is
something very wrong with that
system." MORAL: IF YOU CAN'T
KEEP YOUR FLY SHUT EXCEPT IN
PRIVATE, AT LEAST KEEP YOUR
MOUTH SHUT EXCEPT TO PHONE
YOUR AHORNEY . . . In Martin-
ique, 3 Portuguese sailors, ages
17, 26 and 34, are due to be
tried for beating to death U.S. com-
poser, Marc Blitzstein, 58 ... A
NY psychiatrist studying ten men
hospitalized after becoming fathers
found fatherhood often brings on
severe psychic shock from sexual'
conflicts, such as latent homosex-
uality ... A Frisco columnist is
screaming that homosexuals are
overrunn ing gorgeous Buena Vista
Park . . . A Florida newspaper
says that famous Johns Commit-
tee pamphlet which was supposed
to be "against" homosexuality
and which their State Attorney im-
mediately stopped the State from
distributing is now being sold pri-
vately by homosexuals themselves
- double the marked price . . .
The Village Voice for 7-9-64 had
a humdinger of an interview by
one of its gal reporters with a
Greenwich Village male hustler
... All police forces in England
were ordered to get the consent
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of Director of Public Prosecutions
before acting against any consent-
ing homosexual males operating
in private. We repeat: they said
IN PRIVATE ... VARIETY says 2
scheduled TV projects on the NY
homosexual scene got shelved by
top management . . . The Pope
will proclaim as saints 22 Bantu
Africans martyred i,n the 1880's,
about half being pages killed after
refusing homosexual advances of
pagan King Mwanga ... To end
the draft in ten years, U.S. De-
fense officials are seeking ultim-
ately an oll-bochelor force in the
lower enlisted ranks ... Sister
Ruth, syndicated problem-answer-
er, told "Dad," who complained
of his 34-year-old-maid daughter
seeing a "sissy" man who dressed
"funny" in skin tight pants, to shut
up, that maybe the daughter fears
masculinity and can make it with
a member of ·the third sex ...
U.S. Supreme Court knocked in
the head a Kansas law al\'owing
a local court to seize books upon
receiving any verified complaint
saying they were obscene ... In
the 7-29-63 Publishers Weekly

. there is a article by famed attor-
ney Harriet F. Pilpel concerning a
conviction for writing a private
letter about the sex relations of a
Mr. and Mrs. B. The letter-writer
revealed that Mr. B. admitted he
preferred hornosexuul relations
with him to heterosexual relations
with his wife - and named, with
one 3-letter and one 4-letter word
the two areas of anatomical pre-
ferences. The dissenting opinion
written by Judge Moore is brilliant.
. . . tn the Italian film DISORDER,
Louis Jourdan plays a man miser-
able about the loss of his "rnis-
tress"-who turns out to be an-
other man . . . The TORONTO'
GLOBE of 7-25-64 quoted Sidney
Katz, magazi[le editor (of MAC-

• as ••

LEANS which ran that amazingly
fair 2-part article) as announcing
establishment of a Canadian
"Homophile Reform Society." ...
A raid on the Lincoln Baths in
Chicago, which cops said was a
national meeting plcce, netted
33 in one swoop after it had been
under surveillance for a month ...
A local vicar in England, Rev. Dr.
Ainclair Snow, said parents who
have more than 2 kids should be
fined in order to slow the popula-
tion explosion . . . The lesbian
scenes in the French TWILIGHT'S
GIRLS are upsetting many state
censor film boards ... Medical
World News of 7-3-64 says an
article by U.S. Government scien-
tists in the Nov/58 JOURNAL OF
HERED!TY proved that sexual' ano-
malies in pigs was inherited.
Should not someone notify the
NSPCA so those poor pigs could
be sent to Dr. Bieber and that NY
Academy of Medicine? But maybe
they wouldn't work with pork ..

w.e.g.m. & s.m.
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SURFACE-WORDS

When we still spoke in pleasantries

And surface-words and light conforming smiles;

When by subtle accident I saw

A swift-corrected eagerness that shone and died

Like the brief signal of a fire-fly;

When I first pierced your languid gestures of false nonchalance,

And saw you as a soul. without defenses-

Youthfully vulnerable to warmth or need,

Valiantly building barricades against the world

Only to see them crumble-

If was then, I think, that I began to love you.

L. P.
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papacito and the iotos
by Gary Teller

In his eighth year of life Wilfredo was a cherubic looking boy. Unlike most
Mexicans, his complexion was light, his hair fair, and his eyes green. Whether
he smiled or cried, his face was sunny. His family was somewhat unique in
the neighborhood: although his mother and father had been married ten years,
Wilfredo was still the only child. There were other only children in the neigh-
borhood. But in their cases there were usually brothers and sisters who died
in infancy; or a marriage disrupted by divorce; or a common-law union termin-
ated after the first child. .

In most other cultures Wilfredo's enviable position would have made him
into a brat. In Mexico, affection breeds affection. Wilfredo was like a flower
favored by the sun and the rain. He blossomed under the love and attention
showered on him, and, in return, loved his parents without reservations. Towards
the rest of the world Wilfredo was respectful, polite, and cheerful.

The most pleasant day of his week was Sunday. In the morning he would
go to Holy Mass with his mamacita and papacito. In the afternoon the entire
family would come to visit with his parents, who were better off than the rest
of them. Surrounded by Wilfredo's uncles and aunts, first and second cousins,
his father would tell stories of his work during the week. How Wilfredo liked
these afternoons! -

His father had started out as a policeman on the Distrito Federal force. Later
he was promoted to detective, and assigned to the policiade morolidad. From
that time on he was making a comfortable living, and had endless stories to
tell. The ones Wilfredo liked best were about jotos. What a joto was, Wilfredo
didn't really know. Once he asked his cousin, Paco, a seventeen-year-old lad
who almost always played some role in his father's tales, what a [oto was. Paco
just laughed and said it was like a tonto-a fool. That Wilfredo accepted quite
readily. From his father's stories it seemed that all jotos were fools indeed, and
sooner or later gave a mordida--a bite-the Mexican picturesque term for a
blackmailed handout, to his papacito. His father would usually finish his stories
slapping his thighs, and exclaiming with glee: "Ay, que [oto, que [otol"

Fr?m his .father's .stories Wilfredo might have gained the impression that
the life of his papaclto was full of fun and no work. Little did he realize the
amount of thought and hard. work that went in:o making the jotos pay for his
food and clothes and education. Take the last Job, for instance. What a joto!
The trouble and the worry . . . .
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Manuel Alvarez Lerdo, Wilfredo's father, and his partner, Raul Garcia Mallea,
liked best to operate in the more fashionable steam baths. It was a safe bet
that a man who paid seven pesos to get in, and five more for a private cabin,
would not be a pauper, and could cough up some money when the time for
it came. (Regularly, every Saturday night, the partners would arrest a few
[otos, engaging in a grossly indecent act right under the trees in Parque Cha-
pultapec. No great loss, these! They usually had no money, were easy to ap-
prehend, and filled the weekly arrest quota required from every derective.) In
the bath the whole thing had to be timed very carefully. The owner paid enough
to the Station jete in order not to be molested by the police. However, on
Thursday and Friday nights he was never in, and the attendant gave the two
policemen the run of the place, for a consideration of twenty-five pesos.

The bait usually was Paco. Manuel thought his nephew was a marvel. It
seemed that Paco could produce an erection at will, which was, among the
[otos, a sign of availability and readiness throughout the country and, for this
matter, the whole world. It never occurred to Manuel that his nephew might
be a [oto too. Paco loved to talk about his wild escapades with the viejas-the
gals-and everybody believed that "showing a hard" was a trick he mastered.

Manuel and Raul entered the bath and sat behind the front desk, seemingly
part of the staff. Paco undressed, checked his clothes, and entered the dry steam
room. Like a released swirchknife-blade his organ jumped to life-a vibrant,
pulsating signal that Paco was an entendido. He wasn't particularly handsome,
nor was his body especially well-proportioned; but he appeared eager, and was
young and healthy-looking. He must have been in that particular bath at least
thirty times, without once failing in his mission. Sooner or later someone would
approach him and, after a brief conversation, the two would go into a private
cabin. Paco was no fool. He always got ten percent of the mordida (his uncle
never cheated him) and had quite a knack for spotting the rich [otos, while
rejecting the overtures of the poor ones. It wasn't easy. How can one tell the
rich from the poor among a naked lot? Paco knew a few rules of thumb: for-
eigners were easier prey than Mexicans, and older men tended to have more
money than younger ones.

Sometimes, however, Paco would grow impatient with the heat and steam,
and take on the first jato to approach him. This time it was a young Mexican,
with pronounced Indian features, who certainly wasn't older than twenty-three.
Manuel and Raul who sat behind the desk, watching through the glass panel,
saw the man moving towards Paco and lying down next to him, on the marble-
like bench. He was saying something to Paco, and then handled his golden
medallion. (Like most Mexicans Paco sported a medallion around his neck. His
was rather unusual-an exquisite, pure gold image of the Blessed Virgin of
Guadalupe. Most jotos started their conversation with Paco by admiring the med-
allion, which gave them an opportunity to talk to him, as well as establish bodily
contact, without being too forward.)

Some five minutes later the two policemen saw Paco and his newly-found
friend getting up, their organs erect. They took a shower, and entered a
private cabin. As the door closed, Manuel and Raul grew tense. These were
the most critical moments of the operation. Paco must be found in a compromising
situation, when they would burst into the cabin. The correct timing was a
most delicate maneuver. Once they had been too eager. A crazy gringo jato
sat on a chair and serenaded Paco with his guitar. The gringo refused to pay,
and it turned out to be a waste of time and money. Another time they had

~,
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waited too long. When they entered, the man had already finished, and was
half dressed. He too refused to pay, but they finally got a hundred pesos from him.

This time everything worked out fine. When they burst in, Paco was on his
stomach, and the man on top of him, as classical a criminal position as one
could hope for. For a moment everything seemed to be utterly confused, though
every detail had been worked out before. The man, frightened to death, shaking
and pale, jumped to his feet, his body tensed for an impossible escape, his
organ subdued. Paco sat up and wimpered. Only his erection betrayed his
simulated fright. Manuel flashed his badge, showed it to the frightened man,
and said harshly, "policia de moralidad," In the background Raul took a pair
of handcuffs from his pocket.

Paco started to talk wildly: "My papa, he would kill me. I didn't want to
go with this man! He said he would .. ."

"Collate, joven," growled Raul. "We have been watching you." He took Paco
by the arm and led him out.

After a few minutes Raul returned. In the interval, the young man sat down
on the bed, while Manuel just stood there looking menacingly. Raul took Manuel
aside and whispered, loud enough for the man to hear: "The young fellow is
only seventeen. We have to wait for the Juvenile Squad to take him away. I'll
ask them to bring his father or mother along." Turning to the man, he asked:
"~hat i~ your name?"

Jesus.
"Jesus, what?"
"Jesus Pedro."
"I mean your surname."
"Ramirez."
"Senor Ramirez, the boy is a minor. This can cost you six years in jail, if

it is your first offence."
Jesus recovered somewhat from the shock. The two policemen detected a note

of confidence in his tone. "Senores, I believe we can settle this in a friendly
way. Would a hundred pesos gratify you?"

"Senor, you must be joking!"
"Well, I can't give you more than a hundred because I haven't any more

money."
"You're young. What about your father?"
"My father wouldn't like this at all. He is Judge Pablo Ramirez y Diego of

the Tribunal." Jesus took something out of his pocket and identified himself
as the judge's son.

"Que chingada! Raul swore softly. He and his partner had the very same
thought. It may be worth ten thousand pesos to put the squeeze on the guy.
On the other hand, Judge Ramirez was an evil-tempered bastard, with lots of
influence. They might both lose their jobs, and even wind up in prison. It had
happened before to other detectives.

After a brief consultation they decided to take a bit of a chance. Manuel
said, in a conversational tone: "Look, hombre, we are only doing our duty. I
have a little son myself." He took out Wilfreda's photograph and showed it to
Jesus. "See? A cute little devil ... We are ready to settle for two hundred,
senor." . .

Jesus took his wallet from his trousers, and gave them two one hundred peso
bills. The wallet wasn't empty ....

Impatiently; the policemen waited for Jesus to dress. When he finished they
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shook hands all around. "Andale, pues, can dios," "go with God," they called
after him.

The two policemen left the bath in a hurry. It wasn't a good catch and it
wasn't a bad catch. Two-hundred pesos. Twenty-five for the attendant. Twenty
for Paco. Fifty for the Chief. (He got fifty pesos a day, from each pair of
detectives, regardless of how they fared.) That meant some fifty pesos for each of
them. What a scare they had had!

"Ay, que jato, que jato!" Manuel finished his story, laughing uproariously.
"Papacito, did you really show my picture to the jato?"
"Como no, hijo! I always show your picture to the jotos I arrest. It gives

people confidence in me. They know I have a family of my own, that I am a man
who would understand a delicate situation, and not cause all kinds of embarrass-
ment. Hijito mio, when you grow up, whatever you want to be, don't be a
[oto, Sooner or later they all pay through their nose."

"No papacito. Don't worry. When I am big, I'll be a detective like you. Then
all the [otos will pay me."

"Isn't he adorable?" Manuel asked the company. "Dame un beso, chico, give
me a kiss, little one,"
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A SINGLE MAN, by Christopher

Isherwood, N.Y., Simon and
Schuster, 1964, 186 pp., $4.00.

of the most honest books ever writ-
ten about a homosexual. It is short. It
covers the events of one day in the
life of an Englishman of 58 who
lives by the Pacific and teaches at
one of the sprawling new colleges of
which California possesses so many.
George lives alone in his canyon
house. His lover, Jim, has been killed
in an automobile accident some weeks
before. George has not quite recover-
ed his emotional balance from the
shock of this loss. But he is manag-
ing, as we all must do, to live from
moment to moment, hour to hour,
until his grief heals.

George is an intelligent man, an
emotional man, a man who knows
himself well, yet has managed to
keep a decent liking for himself most

,~~"i'

of the time. Nor has he permitted
his insight into others to mar his
compassion for them. In the course
of the day he lectures to his class,
visits a woman dying in General Hos-
pital-a woman who for a time he
had hated because she threatened his
partnership with Jim-who now, so
much younger than he, and so Iuck-
less, has narrowed her existence down
to a battle against the pain of the
cancer that is killing her.

George eats dinner with a woman
friend who understands his loss of
Jim and equates it with her own
loss of a husband (through divorce,
not death) and who is terribly lonely
as is George himself. After leaving

.her house he encounters at a beach
bar a student of his who has come
all this way seeking him though
George cannot imagine quite why. He
and the student swim drunkenly,
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naked, in the midnight ocean, then
go to his house, where George talks
rather too frankly ... The book ends
with him asleep.

Christopher Isherwood has written
many books. In none has his consider-
able talent been better deployed. To
this theme seldom has more literacy
or intelligence or real individuality
been brought. George is not a wholly
likeable character. Which of us, were
we to outline honestly our thoughts
and actions of anyone day, could
claim to be wholly likeable? Yet
he possesses a wisdom-about life's
meaning, and, yes, the meaning of
death also, what love means, what sex
means, what it means to grow older
as a homosexual-which sets him
apart as a human being of real dis-
tinction.

This is a book it would be difficult
to overpraise. It is beautiful but not
too beautiful to be true. It is now and
then distasteful, but with the kind
of frankness we can expect in life
only from our oldest closest friends.
It is not just a novel it is an exper-
ience. I think I can promise that you
will never forget it, once you have
read it, brief though it is. It has the
ring of utter conviction. While never
maudlin, it is moving. I have never
read anything more steadfastly honest
about the inner life of a mature homo-
sexual.

-James Colton

THE HISTORICAL ROAD OF
EASTERN ORTHODOXY by
Alexander Schmemann, H 0 It
Rinehart Winston, 1963, $6.50,
343 pp.
Homosexuals, like heterosexuals, are

interested in religion. Many readers
have written ONE concerning the
article by W. Dorr Legg, "A Moral
Imperative" (December, 1963). Ear-
lier we had letters on Father Bernard
Newman's article "The Path of Truth,"
(July, 1963).

For those, therefore, who want to
know more about the background of
the only church known to us that
accepts homosexuals into full mem-
bership, this book, The Historical
Road of Eastern Orthodoxy, is a very
good beginning, since it covers also
the history of all Christian churches.
It is easy reading, pulls no punches _
about why Christians say one creed
rather than another, paints the Saints
honestly, and is good historically,
philosophically and politically.

Even such popular works as Gore
Vidal's Julian (see review August,
1964) are made more understandable
by the knowledge gotten from this
book by Alexander Schmemann. With
so many books being published, and
at such high prices, both fiction and
non-fiction, it is a pity such a large
number are worthless. This book is
very worthwhile for those seeking
answers to religious questions. _

W.E.G.

JONATHAN TO GIDE, The
Homosexual In History, by Noel
I. Garde, Vantage Press, 1964,
$10.00, 751 pp.
This is a superb biographical dic-

tionary of 300 famous male homo-
sexuals. It is a must for anyone ser-
iously interested in homophilia. For
those who write and do research on
the subject, this work is, and will al-
ways be, manna from heaven, saving
countless hours of chasing material
from book to book and often from
library to library.

The entries are chronological. Much
of the material is the cut and dried
historical facts with the homosexual
material tersely given at the end, but
Mr. Garde has peppered the material. .
His occasional racy comments and
prejudices may to some seem out of
place in a biographical dictionary, but
then this is no ordinary dictionary,
and it permits the book to be read
as if it were a novel. The continual
"stud service" reference as to the fav-
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orites of kings may seem blunt, and
likewise "bitchy wife." The entry on
Jesus Christ will infuriate some. The
anti-Freudian view ("Freudian jargon
and claptrap") will alienate some.

A unique and important list at the
end breaks down the men as to oc-
cupation. Of course, far ahead is the

_ masculine field of "Politico-military"
leaders. This points up the shocking
prejudice and distortion of most he-
terosexuals, and especially the hetero-
sexual press of today, in playing up
effeminancy with homosexuality. Let
an actor, writer, musician, or diplo-
mat get "caught" or known about, and
the press caricature and snicker about
effeminacy. But when they have ir-
refutable proof on the much more
numerous great military leaders, such
as General Macdonald, they simply
refuse to print a word. Then they
claim we are "claiming great men!"
Which, but of course, is exactly what
they will say of this book.

Mr. Garde's inclusions have some
surprises probably for everyone (Wild
Bill Hickok!). There are also some
surprising omissions. The most surpris-
ing to me, considering his importance,
is the great founder of modern Tur-
key, Kermal Ataturk. Others are Saint-
Saens, Wagner, Griffes, Satie, Gersh-
win, that great naturalist, John Muir,
the first U. S. novelist of importance,
Charles Brocken Brown, and that
phenomenon of sports history, Tilden.
But these are quibblings. Mr. Garde
has given us a brilliant and invaluable
work.

A. E. S.

DER HOMOSEXUELLE NACH-
S T E (THE HOMOSEXUAL
FELLOW-MAN) A Symposium,
edited and published by Furche,
Hamburg, Germany, 1963.
From Der Homosexuelle Nachste,

published as number 31 in Furche's
"Stundenbuecher" pocket book series
the reader is invited to discover a
new understanding for the old prob-

lem of homosexuality. The other
books in the numbered series are de-
voted to equally difficult matters, such
as philosophy, mystery, religion, etc.

The symposium in the present case
is (reportedly) made up of well-
known authorities representing the
German churches, legal and medical
professions, and universities, and while
the many authorities have plenty to
say on the subject, very little, if any,
of it turns out to be new. The total
result is a rather friendly, sympathetic
treatment of homosexuality, aimed
more at keeping everything pleasant
and in goo d taste than in en-
lightening.

The trouble is, of course, that the
book was not designed for a critical,
homosexual rea d e r s hip. Publisher
Furche undoubtedly threw the sub-
ject in to beef up his series, which
to judge by the present example, is
of interest only to the very naive.

R. Stuart

EROS DENIED-SEX IN WEST-
ERN SOCIETY by Wayland
Young, Grove Press, New York,
1964, 415 pp., $7.50.
As should be obvious to everyone

who has ever tried to understand
either his own attitudes toward sex
or those of the society around him,
Western Nations, and especially the
Anglo-Saxon ones, have long been
locked in a conflict between man's
ruthlessly compelling instinct for self-
perpetuation, his personal enjoyment
of pleasure and his longing for hap-
piness on the one hand and a con-
demnation of the body and urge to
suppress the sexual instinct on the
other. In Eros Denied Mr. Young in-
vestigates the reasons for this sense-
less conflict and finds them inter-
twined with the earliest beginnings of
Christian doctrine. Having established
their origin, Mr. Young then traces
the manifestations of this suppression
of the erotic instinct as we find them
in history, literature, art, language,
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s 0 cia I customs, and our own
psychology.

In a fascinating chapter entitled
"Excluded Words," Mr. Young forth-
rightly writes about the words which
not only in English but in other West-
ern languages, everyone knows and
which are then rigorously excluded
from most channels of communication.
After exploring his reasons for doing
so Mr. Young then proceeds to use
these words, which he calls the only
honest words, frankly and freely
throughout the remainder of his book.
It is to be hoped that this kind of
daring-and it takes real daring to
use the word "fucking" in this kind
of writing-will set a common sense
example for others to follow.

In following. chapters Mr. Young
discusses "Excluded Images," "Ex-
cluded Actions," a nd "Excluded
People." We might, of course, expect
to find in either of the two last named
chapters some discussion of homo-
sexuality and homosexuals, but we do
not. While the author does not hesi-
tate to refer to homosexuality or bug-
gery or sodomy, or to homosexuals or
queers wherever he finds it necessary
to do so, in general he rather care-
fully excludes homosexuality from
any serious discussion in this book. He
partially explains this omission by
stating that homosexual actions and
homosexual persons are no longer
really or completely excluded in our
society. For example:

"There are in our society now two
great classes of people excluded from
the web of the normal because of
their sex lives: whores and homosex-
uals. Of these the whore will better
repay study in the context of this
book because she is wholly excluded,
all round the clock, whereas the
homosexual is only excluded as a
homosexual; he is accepted in work-
ing hours, the whore is not." This
is not quite the same thing as saying
that the homosexual is accepted, gen-
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erally speaking, only when he is not
recognized as a homosexual which
would be nearer the truth. I have
the feeling that Mr. Young has avoid-
ed homosexuality simply as a facet of
our sexual mores which does not par-
ticularly interest him. This is a
healthful and encouraging sign.

All in all, this book offers a bril-
liant history of the sexual mores of
the West and expresses more clearly
than I have .read anywhere else a
humane and enlightened thought on
the whole question of love and sex.

Marcel Martin

WHITMAN by Geoffrey Dutton,
Grove" Press, N.Y. Evergreen
Pilot Book, 95c.
This tiny paperback may mark the

turning of the tide for Whitman. It
is unabashedly rhapsodic about the
best poetry, frank in calling the. bad
poetry just that, and refreshingly ir-
reverent toward those two anti-Whit-
manite antiquarians, T. S. Eliot and
Ezra Pound. The three sections of the
book, "The Man," "The Poetry," and
"The Critics," give a wonderful over-
all view and they make the book a
marvel of balance and terseness.

A. E. Smith

The most praised book we have
offered in some years has been
ANOTHER COUNTRY by James
Baldwin. Still selling well a~d still
available, you may order your copy
of this major novel in which all
conformity is shattered by sending
$5.95 plus 24c postage to:

4% tax in Calif.

ONE BOOK SERVICE

2256 Venice Blvd., L.A., Calif.
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WOULDN'T IT BE NICE IF:

I did not helve to fear for my job?

I were respected and judged on the basis of who I am rather than

what I am?

I could go where I pleased and with whom I pleased without fear
of being seen?

Others weren't so concerned with my sex life?

I didn't have to wear "the mask?"

I could speak freely and obtain satisfying counsel from my minister,
priest, or rabbi?

I could admit my feelings to relatives and friends?

I could introduce all my friends to my family?

I were not the object of prejudice and bias?

I were not classified with traitors, rapists, murderers, dope addicts,
child-molesters and freaks?

I could admit to myself what I am?

No! It would not be just "nice." It would be worth all the effort and
toil, the time and the money of every subscriber, every Member and every
contributor to ONE Incorporated. ONE exists for and because of only one
reason-the homosexual. Help yourself and help others through your con-
tribution to ONE Incorporated. Take a few ,minutes to send your share,
however large, to:

ONE, INCORPORATED _ 2256 Venice Boulevard _ Los Angeles 6, Calif.

Anonymity is positively guaranteed if so desired.
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UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES DO THE EDITORS
FORWARD LETTERSFROM READERSTO OTHER

PERSONS NOR DO THEY ANSWER CORRE-
SPONDENCE MAKING SUCH REQUESTS.

LIGHTING A CANDLE

Dear ONE:
The current splurge of journalism directed

on the theme of homosexuality should con-
vince any homophile of the cruelty inherent
in our dependence upon straight society for
information concerning, and understanding
of, ourselves and our behavior. Enclosed is
a check to cover Membership (and short
story group offered in June issue). Handle
the few months left on my current subscrip-
tion as you like.

In September I will be officially educated
(BS), employed and able to contribute more
than now.

P.S.-Print more Colton Stories.
Mr. R. O.
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Mr. Slater:
Your April issue of ONE was perhaps the

best that I have seen in the course of my
brief association with ONE. The cover de-
picted more clearly than any that I have
seen what seems to be the ultimate goal of
most homophiles: companionship with an-
other member of one's own sex. (From this
point of view, the cover for June is also
to be commended.) The letter which you
chose to print as an editorial in April pointed
out so clearly that the homosexual is indeed
normal that I considered it worthy of send-
ing to my parents. I am in complete agree-
ment with Bob Waltrip; we do lead a hard
life, but this is mainly a consequence of
being Homo sapiens. The fact remains that
we do have the opportunity to live our
lives and live them successfully if we put
our minds to it. Your "Ask Randy" feature
was certainly the best humor that I have
seen in ONE. I hope that you will see fit
to repeat it from time to time.

I read the article in Life the other day
and thought it quite accurate especially
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with regard to some of the features of
homophile life which it described. Unfor-
tunately articles such as that never seem
to go farther than to make the merest
mention of the fact that most homophiles
are responsible and respected members of
their community. The reason for this is,
I suppose, obvious; most homosexuals are
rather dull when compared to the queen,
the hustler, or the SM. Who would buy
a magazine which ran articles about the
man who lives down the street? The Life
article is to be commended as a significant
step in the right direction, but we must
notice that it probably does very little to-
ward convincing people that homosexuals are
not a rather bizarre group to be found in
large cities loitering on certain street cor-
ners and in certain bars.

Please forgive the slowness of my reply
to your request for information in the May
issue of Confi. I am currently pursuing a
program leading to a Ph.D in Chemical En-
gineering and I think you will understand
that this can be time consuming. At any
rate, I spent some time with the college
catalogues in our library today and culled
out the names of faculty members of the
departments of Psychology, Philosophy, So-
ciology, etc. in some of the area colleges.
They are listed below with a few comments.

There is one last item with which I will
conclude this long letter. Today I looked
at every news dealer in Troy and found
only the following prospect. This place has
a rather wide selection of magazines and
carries a few of the physique magazines.
(Editor's Note: We have written the stand
with a sample copy and form letter with
no names, merely letting the dealer know
that he can order the Magazine if he wishes.
But on low days in the office, this type of
letter boosts our spirits greatly, since it is
this work, and not anything else, that must
be done if homosexuals are to achieve their
rights. See the article in this issue to Confi
on Public Relations.)

Mr. D. R.
Troy, N. Y_

POTPOURRI

Read Sex in History by Rattray Taylor if
you want to get a glimpse of how organ-
ized Christianity has developed the theme
of sex being sinful. I have been this morn-
ing to a meeting of Muslims-it was brought
home to me by both men and women that
they believe that God wants man to ful-
fill all, and I mean all, of his needs, and
that this artificial prejudice that Christianity
has so used is just that-artificial and fraud-
ulent. (But some of us know how vicious
and severe it also is.) There is something akin
to Macho in Islamic society, but it is simply
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the way that men are expected to act. To
their eyes we American men often appear
somewhat sexless, if not occasiona lIy flam-
bouyant.

Keep investigating-keep writing. (And by
aII means go back to get another scoop
from BG!).

Mr. R. W_
New York, N_ Y.

Dear Geqrge Francis:
Concerning "La Vida Alegre" (April ONE),

the most interesting part for me was your
description of the machismo outlook. This
is why: recently I left a perfectly good job,
and one of the main sources of friction to
my Anglo-Saxon mind, was the fanatical
recital of machismo wishful-thinking and
bragging about women. I got so sick of
listening to a weak little nobody pretend-
ing that he had conquered all the women
in the Village that my mind turned against
the fellow, and eventually the whole job
soured, from that and a few other reasons.
It seems an insult against womanhood to
think of them as so many mere cattle to
be "had," bragged about and then ignored.

You might remember that Americans grow
up in one of the most open societies that
has ever existed-we have far less reason
to be as secretive or as suspicious as have
many Spanish-speaking people. Amongst
them the penalties of being exposed, be-
trayed or caught are severe. I was told 6f
several cases where the branded one simply
had to leave the neighborhood. Yet at the
same time a tough little lesbian where I
worked was respected and accepted by
everyone who spoke Spanish.

Mr. A. H.
Burlington, Vermont

Dear Sir:
Re my article "Language of Love." My

young research assistant made an error in
the footnote on page 6. Malaparte's book
is "The Skin" or in Italian, La Pelle. Also,
for some unknown reason which he cannot
now explain, he inserted a phrase on page 6.
My handwritten manuscript said "amorous
debauch to follow" and he typed it: "amor-
ous debauch which is a new experience for
both of them." Had my assistant read the
work carefully, I think he would not jump
to the conclusion that such was a new ex-
perience for the policeman.

Arthur Bradbury
New Haven, Connecticut

Dear Sirs:
I have been studying your June issue

and I am indeed delighted with your logical
and intelligent approach to the subject of
homosexuality. Only when scientific mat-

ters-(all matters should be considered in
the scientific light)-are discussed and, fur-
ther, discussed completely and with all the
possibilities of causes and effects, is there
prospect for achieving an actual compre-
hension of the matters being considered. It
appears to me to be an insidious practice
of labeling anyone group of individuals
who deviate from the norm to be less in-
telligent, capable or proper human beings,
if their deviation does not bring actual
physical or intellectual deterioration to that
group. I believe that your 'publication de-
sires to present to the public all aspects of
this "problem" and confront the public with
the main issues and facts. If your aim is
personal enlightenment and depiction of all
the information which can bring about this
personal enlightenment-social, psychological,
and philosophical information-then you are
to be complimented.

Mr. D. J.
Silver Springs, Maryland

Dear Mr. Don Slater:
I have written to you before. I'm the

Gay, that's in a wheelchair for life.
Last month I faced the ultimate problem

that all of us homosexuals have to face at
one time or another in our lives. That is, my
parents found out that I was gay. I wish
we could have talked about it without get-
ting into a fight, but we did, and that's
the only thing I'm sorry about.

I was told that if I went with this Friend
I could not come back home again, so I
went. But now after being away for a
while, I'm back home again, and things
are the way they used to be. But still I
would like to let my Mother know that I'm
not sick. That it is my way of life, but
if I try to talk to her, I know we'll get
into an argument again, and I don't want
that to happen.

Those first few minutes for me were as
if I were swallowed by a Dragon. But then
the Dragon found me not to his liking and
spit me out. I'm FREE now. I'm no longer
afraid of being found out, for now that's
over. I have no guilt feeling for being what
I am.

My only wish is that I could help my
Mother and Father understand about me
being Gay. Do you have any literature that
you could send me, that would help me
out with this problem? If you don't, don't
you think it's high time that there was?
How do you make your parents under-
stand? That's the hardest thinq in the world
to do. Editor's Note: See April Editorial
by Mrs. R. A. and May, 1958 issue.

Mr. C. Y.
White Plains, N. Y.
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